CheckaLoad

™

a new way to help you comply with load safety.

Consistently complying with the National
Transport Commission’s (NTC) Load Restraint
Guidelines is a challenge.
The guide consists of 280+ pages that can be tough to interpret for drivers
and managers, as well as on-road inspectors.
CheckaLoad is a mobile application for compatible smartphones and tablets
developed by load restraint engineering experts Engistics, in conjunction with
Telstra. The app is based on relevant content from the National Transport
Commission’s Load Restraint Guide to assess load restraint compliance.

CheckaLoad can help you in a variety of ways:
• consistent vehicle loading safety and compliance
• assists with the safe carriage of loads on your fleet of road vehicles
• proof that your drivers, loaders and consignors are interpreting the
Load Restraint Guide correctly
• remove individual opinions and emotions from load restraint outcomes
and assessments
• keep your drivers and members of the public safe.
The CheckaLoad app is available exclusively through Telstra.

CheckaLoad is based on
relevant content from the
NTC’s Load Restraint Guide.
There are more than 650,000 trucks on Australian roads carrying
freight on a daily basis. Each one of these trucks is a potential candidate
to be checked and assessed by road authorities.
CheckaLoad is easy to use and ideal for:

Heavy vehicle load safety

Helps reduce load restraint assessment time and provides transport drivers, operators, and other
participants in the transport chain of responsibility with a tool to assist with load safety and compliance.

Auditing load compliance

Evidence based recording of load restraint assessments for future auditing purposes.

Covers all major
vehicle types and
restraint methods

• Rigids
• Pantechs
• Curtain siders
• Rated curtains

• Drop decks
• Low loaders
• Webbing straps
• Chains

Note: CheckaLoad is not a load design tool. It will not tell you which method to use for load restraint – but it will tell you if you are not
compliant and what is required in order to become compliant with your chosen load restraint method.

Mobilise your business with Telstra.
We can bring all your mobile services together, including apps, on one bill, which includes your hardware, plan and professional
services costs. That means one provider and one point of contact.
Enable employees to keep in touch in more places by using the Telstra Mobile Network – Australia’s best mobile network. We’ve invested
in more mobile coverage sites across city and country (>8,300) than any other Australian mobile network, so you can enjoy greater and
more reliable coverage with fewer dead spots.
So unlock the full benefits of mobility and help make your load restraint assessments simpler and smarter with the CheckaLoad app.

Get CheckaLoad today.
The CheckaLoad app is available exclusively through Telstra and
requires a licence to be paid through an annual subscription basis.
contact your Telstra account executive
CheckaLoad@team.telstra.com
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